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1. Backeround

There are a number of reasons to consider operating a Doppler lidar at
wavelengths near 1 g.m rather than at 10.6 p.m. A very important one tor NCAR
appiications is that the shorter-wavelength lidar offers better range and velocity
resolution for measurements in the turbuient boundary layer because the product of
range resolution and spectral width of the velocity spectrum is proportional to the
wavelen_eth. In addition, the quantized backscattering coeificient (number of photons
backscattered for a given transmitted pulse energy) may be greater near I p. than at
10.6 g.m tbr particle size distributions with a relatively small mean particle size.

On the other hand, there are a number of difficuities in operatinq at the shorter
wavelength. With optical heterodvne detection, the beat frequencies are high enough
(:2 MHz per 1 m s-t near a wavelength of 1pm) to require expensive AJD converters
and extremely high data rates tor digrtal processing. Inhomogeneities in atmospheric
refractive index limit the e[fective aperture of lidar telescopes for heterodvninq. Eye
safety is a concern. and at wavelenglhs long enough for eve safew (around 2 pm),
reliabie laser sources and detectors with good quantum etficiency have been difficult to
obtain. As a result, there has been a lively debate in the literaturer'r and at previous
Coherent Laser Radar Conferences about the relative merits of operation at various
waveiengths for various appiications.

Research.on Doppier lidars at wavelengths near 2 pm has been reported usins
optical heterodyne detection3'r. Because of difficulties with opticai heterodvning in this
spectral region, Doppler lidars at 0.5 ptm and shorter wavelengths have been based on
signai processing using narrow transmission [iliers (the "edge" technique)j or using
confizurations of Fabry-Perot interf'erometers including either scenningo'', multiple tixed
etaionss, or dispiaced ring patterns with a spatially extended scattering sourcee'10. The
need fbr Doppler lidar techniques making more efficient use of photons with relatively
simple hardware has encouraged us to examine a technique for processing returns from
r T-)n-..Ie. lida' h., usinq direct coherenf ontical nrocessino rnther fhln high-fineSSev,y qrrrrv< utlLvL. uvtlLlLrrL upLrtGr pr

filters or optical hcterodvne detection. This approach attempts to obrain the beneiirs of
lidar operation ar shorter wavelensths whiie avoiding the problems and limitrtions
associated with heterodyning at these wavelen_eths and those associated with using opticai
filters or a Fabry-Perot interlerometer.



2. Coherent optical measurement of the temporal autocovariance function

A popuiar technique for processing the signal from heterodyne iidars at 10.6 p.m

involves digitization of the beat-frequency time series from the detector and

measurement of the beat frequency (usually around 10 MHz or so) of short.segments oI
the time series by performing a single- or multiple-lag complex autocovariance on each

segment. What we analyze in this summary is using elements of the autocovariance of
the opticai signal directly, without mlxing with a local oscillator. Advantages inc.iude

optical and analytical simplicity and iess sensitivity to inhomogeneities in refractive index.
The time delay for the optical computation of an autocovariance is provided by the
difference in path lengths in the fwo arms of a lv{ichelson interferometer rather than by

the time difference between successive samples of the analog-to-digital (AiD) converter
in the digital calculation.

Light from the fwo paths in a lvlichelson interferometer, when recombined, will
add constructively or destructively, depending on the relative phase of the fivo beams at

recombination. The power detected at the output of the interferometer as a function of
ootical oath difference d is

P(d,,r,) = Al1 + E(d) cos(2rdl,r,)1,

where A is some amplitude factor, depending on range and atmospheric scattering. and

E(d) is an envelope function, which depends on the spectral width of the components in
the input spectrum and shows how fast the interference decays with increasine path
difference. Figure I is a schematic representation oI a [vplcal optical autocovariance
function. The autocovariance and the envelope function have been discussed in more
detail for a temoerature lidarrr.

For measuring small shifts of wavelength reiated to Doppler scattering, we calcuiate the
derivative of P(d.,1,) with resoect to A with d lired to obtain

delay (number wavelengths)

Fig. l. Schemaric representation of an optical autocovariance function.
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APIAL = A[E(d) 2rrdl)"'] sin(2ndi,l.). ()\

This is relatively largest when the lsinl factoris near one, i.e., when Zrrdl), is some odd
integer times rrl2. The change in power for a given change in wavelength increases with
increasing delay, so one can choose the spectral resolution by choosing optical ddlay d.

To visualize the effect of changing )" slightly, imagine the osciliatory trace in fig. 1

stretching or shrinking like a spring, with the left end fixed.

3. Application to Doppler signals

To estimate the required d for typicai Doppler signals, consider a velociry ranqe
of -r- 20 m s 1 for which a normalized change in power of -r 0.5 is chosen to occur.
Substituting A,l" from the Doppler equation in the finite-difference form of eqn (2) glves
a value do = 0.63 m for the assumed conditions. This is about 6x10s fringes. With a

normal folded path, the major physical dimension of the interferometer is just over d,r/2,

which is a reasonable size for a fieldable lidar instrument. The sensitivity of the
measurement to velociw changes can be increased by increasing dr, which in turn leads
to a reduced fuli-scale range. In this wav, the coherent optical autocovariance technique
can be adapted to a wide variefy of Doppler lidar applications.

In practice, the autocovariance function of the rype in fig. I will change with time
both in amplitude (l/range: and chanses in backscatter coefficient) and in delay period
(velocify). The signal-processing task is to determine the shift in wavelensth A.l"(t) for
successive time periods averased over approximately 100 ns (i5-m range gate leneth)
each. From eqn (2), we note that there are three unknowns IAP(t), A(t), and E(d.t)] to
determine llig psnnler chift r\ 1/t\ This requireS three measurements, aS Outlined
below.

4. Implementation of the coherent optical measurement of Doppler shift

To determine the variables in eqn (2), we make power measurements (at each
range -eate) at three different, but cioselv spaced. optical delays near the d,, caicuiated
above. Figure'2 illustrates a qvpical measurement with delays d1, d:, and d, set at
successive intervals of Il4 in total path difference. Sensitivity is best if at time t = 0 (for
the transmitted wavelength) si_qnals S,(0) and Sr(0) are nearly equal, i.e., at zero-
crossings of the sine wave. This can be arranged by making fine adjustments to the
delay with a piezo-electric translator (PZ\. In this wav. the interferometer tracks
changes in the iaser transmitter wavelength. Figure 2 shows a portion of the
autocovariance function at some later time t where the return has been Doppier shifted.

Aithough the three measurements can be fit to eqn (2) in a least squares sense. it
is instructive to note approximate solutions. For exampie, A(t) is simply

ls,(t) + S,(t)l/2. In the limit A,l" = 0, E(d,t) = A(t) - S.(t). Otherwise, E(d-t; is
obtained from the iitting procedure. It is possible to obtain the three delays in a sinele
interferometer structure by dividing the coliimated beam into three se_qments, making
essentially three stacked interferometerc nr hv rrsino nolarization division. tor example.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the optical autocovariance function measured at three closely
spaced delays, d1, d2, and d, at some time t after the iaser pulse. Corresponding signal
leve is are S,(t), S.(t), and Sr(t).

ln the hrst instance, the interferometer would use a stepped mirror with
differences in step heights of. )"18, which can be obtained with normai thin-trlm
techniques. In the second, relative delay differences of ,1./4 befween orthosonallv
polarized components are introduced with ordinarv quarter-wave plates.
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